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Click here to view the 
qualification brochure

This qualification provides access to 
the CSCS Black card, AssocRICS and 

MCIOB (through the full professional 
review) 

To use the interactive features,  you must open this document in Adobe Reader (not in a web 
browser). Don't have Adobe Reader? Download it free: http://get.adobe.com/uk/reader/ 

This qualification is designed for technical people working at a senior level in a wide range of job roles that 
might be considered to be site based, these people will have responsibility for other people in their 
occupation and clearly be decision makers. This includes roles such as Senior Estimators, Senior Quantity 
Surveyors, Senior Buyers, Senior Planners. The scope of this qualification covers all sections of the 
construction cycle including all forms of construction and civil engineering. This includes functions such as 
maintenance, demolition and companies specialising in a single operation such as roofing, plastering and 
shop-fitting. 

There are five pathways to this qualification: Buying, Quantity Surveying, Planning, Estimating and General 
Contracting. The General Contracting pathway is suitable for Site Agents, Site Managers, Logistics Managers, 
Lifting Managers, and those who carry out the role of Principal Designers (CDM Regulations).

This profile tool is specifically for the Buying pathway only If your specialist area is one of the other 
pathways mentioned above please make sure that you download the appropriate profile tool from our 
website.  

Version 1.1

https://caduk.co.uk/SSI6-Infosheet.pdf


Learner Details 

Name: Salutation: 

Address: 

Country: Postcode: 

Phone Number: Home: Mobile: 

Date of Birth: Email Address: 

Skype: Twitter: 

LinkedIn Profile Address: 

Ethnic Origin: 

Special Assessment 
Requirements: 

Employment Status: 

Employer: 

Occupation/Current Role: 

Employment History 

How long have you been working in the construction industry? Years Months 

How long have you been carrying out your current role? Years Months 

Education History / Prior Qualifications 
Please give details of all qualifications you currently hold (if you have no qualifications please state None) 

Name of Qualification(s) obtained: Qualification Level 
Achieved 

Date Qualification 
Completed 

CADUK request this information to ensure that learners from a wide range of backgrounds are treated equally and 
in compliance with UK law. We also use this information to maintain effective communication with the learner and 
to determine that they have the skills, knowledge and experience required to successfully achieve this qualification.
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Do you 
perform 

these tasks 
in the 

workplace? 

Can you 
produce 

workplace 
evid

 

ence? 
examples 

of evidence
Unit 
No Mandatory Units 

Unit 
Summary 

Unit 
Credit 

1 Maintain Health Safety and Welfare Systems in Construction 
Contracting Operations Management 10 

2 Plan, Allocate and Monitor Work in Own Area of 
Responsibility 5 

3 Chair Meetings and Take Decisions in Construction 
Contracting Operations Management 8

4 
Develop and Maintain Working Relationships and Personal 
Development in Construction Contracting Operations 
Management 

8 

7 Identify, Assess and Evaluate Project Requirements in 
Construction Contracting Operations Management 18 

11 
Implement Strategic and Integrated Supply Chain 
Management and Sourcing Partnerships in Construction 
Contracting Operations Management 

20 

15 Analyse, Monitor and Optimise Materials, Plant and Services 
in Construction Contracting Operations Management 13 

Learners must complete the all of the Mandatory Units to achieve 82 credits, plus 
a minimum of 12 credits from the Optional Units  to achieve a minimum total of 94 
credits. 

https://www.caduk.co.uk/examples-of-evidence.pdf
Unit Summary
Unit Summary
This unit is about health, safety and welfare policy and its implementation within an organisation. It applies to the workplace whether a site, workshop, office or elsewhere. You will need to promote a culture of health, safety and welfare and ensure that induction has taken place. You will need to check systems regularly, record/report information, identify possible improvements, make recommendations and implement systems. You will need to identify hazards, obtain and review information relating to them and assess risks. You will need to apply the protection and prevention principles, identify any residual risks and pass on information relating to them. You will need to identify the necessary resources and promote and maintain risk reduction. 

Unit Summary
Unit Summary
This unit is about allocating work to team members, agreeing objectives with them, assessing their performance and providing feedback. You will need to allocate work to team members taking full account of their abilities and recommendations and ensure that they have sufficient information and also understand their responsibilities. You will need to ensure that their continuing understanding, their agreement of priorities and inform them of changes. You will need to work with team members to develop their own objectives and work plans, ensuring that they are consistent with their abilities, are sufficiently detailed, and that they meet organisational objectives and are realistic and achievable. You will need to ensure that they understand the plans and are committed to them, and to offer advice and guidance as necessary and update plans as required. You will need to ensure that the team members understand monitoring and assessment processes and in conjunction with them, carry out meaningful assessments taking account of their personal circumstances and organisational requirements. You will need to provide team members with feedback regarding their performance that is clear and constructive, sensitive to their needs and maintains confidentiality.You will need to give them the opportunity to respond and make recommendations regarding improvement. 

Unit Summary
Unit Summary
This unit is about chairing meetings and analysing information and making decisions based on the conclusions from the analysis. You will need to circulate appropriate information prior to the meeting and ensure that those attending the meeting agree the meeting objectives. You will need to allocate time for discussion, and keep within it, ensure that contributions are useful, clearly summarising them at appropriate times, confirm decisions and recommendations and seek feedback to improve future meetings. You will need to select and analyse information, based on identified objectives, using suitable methods and then develop clear conclusions. You will need to present your results and record the work that led to the decisions. 

Unit Summary
Unit Summary
This unit is about developing, maintaining and enhancing the trust and support of colleagues, those to whom you report and people who benefit from your work. It is also about personal development. You will need to develop and maintain effective relationships offering timely relevant information and helpful sensitive advice. You will need to present clear, timely proposals appropriately detailed. You will need to acknowledge objections and resolve conflicts sensitively. You will need to review your own performance, both by yourself and with your line manager, and identify personal development needs forming these into a development plan. You will need to undertake development activities, record progress and re-review your performance. 

Unit Summary
Unit Summary
This unit is about the procurement and use of resources. You will need to identify and agree goals and priorities with the project stakeholders. You will also need to identify the function and performance requirements for the project. You will need to clarify, summarise and present the project requirements and stakeholder preferences. You will need to challenge any preferences which are not realistic and decide valid options. You will need to identify where resources will be needed and how to obtain them.You will then need to analyse the factors which will influence the procurement and use of resources. You will also need to check that resources have been estimated and that opportunities and constraints have been evaluated and presented to decision makers. You will also need to produce a report on the procurement and use of resources. 

Unit Summary
Unit Summary
This unit is about selecting criteria to evaluate the benefits of strategic sourcing, specifying and agreeing how the supply chain and management systems will be aligned and monitoring the performance of the supply chain. You will need to select criteria to evaluate the effect of strategic sourcing on competitiveness and the benefits of changing to new suppliers. You will also need to recommend changes and negotiate and agree recommendations with decision makers and suppliers. You will need to specify and agree with the supply chain how the management systems will be aligned. You will need to identify and agree with stakeholders any changes required. You will then need to develop and implement trials, assessing results and making modifications prior to implementation. You will need to review the terms of contract to assess benefits to the supply chain. You will also need to monitor the performance of the supply chain. You will then need to inform the supply chain about variations in performance and advising them about changes needed. 

Unit Summary
Unit Summary
This unit is about analysing design information and operational plans. It is also about evaluating supplier performance and providing resources to help them meet supply project requirements. You will need to analyse design information, operational plans, user feedback and quantities. You will then need to confirm supply requirements. You will also need to identify the opportunities for economising on usage, cost and the environmental impact of supplies. You will then need to confirm and monitor purchase plans to ensure that supply requirements and changing circumstances are met. You will need to evaluate supplier performance, identify, record and pass on information to suppliers regarding any issues in respect of supply requirements. You will need to identify, discuss and agree changes with suppliers which will improve performance. You will also need to advise suppliers and provide resources to help them meet supply and project requirements. 
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Unit 
No Optional Units Unit 

Summary 
Unit 

Credit Tasks? Evidence? 

5 Plan Measured Surveys in Construction Contracting 
Operations Management 14 

6 Establish the Condition of Property in Construction 
Contracting Operations Management 14 

8 Develop and Agree Detailed Project Designs in Construction 
Contracting Operations Management 20 

9 Specify and Control Production Documents in Construction 
Contracting Operations Management 18 

10 Prepare Procurement Schedules and Programmes of Works 
in Construction Contracting Operations Management 16 

12 Obtain Tenders and Appoint Successful Contractors in 
Construction Contracting Operations Management 12 

13 Evaluate Enquiries and Submit Tenders in Construction 
Contracting Operations Management 12 

14 Evaluate Work Methods and Programme in Construction 
Contracting Operations Management 13 

16 Control Contract Work in Construction Contracting 
Operations Management 13 

17 Optimise and Control Contract Progress and Costs in 
Construction Contracting Operations Management 13 

18 Prepare and Agree Contract Accounts and Entitlement in 
Construction Contracting Operations Management 14 

Unit Summary
Unit Summary
This unit is about identifying what outputs are required from a survey, choosing appropriate survey methods and selecting people to carry out the work. You will need to identify the data needed required from the survey. You must also analyse and assess existing information and investigate any access problems. You will also need to choose survey methods and commission people and organisations to carry out the survey. You will need to assess any constraints that may affect the planning of the survey, and obtain permissions from owners of the sites and legal authorities. You must estimate the costs of the survey, plan and schedule the survey and identify and implement quality assurance and safety standards. You will need to identify the factors for investigation, selecting any critical aspects of the site and surrounding area. You must also summarise priorities and costs in an investigation brief, and contact people and organisations affected by the investigation. You will need to choose methods and techniques for the investigation. You should identify, collect, and collate the investigation data and analyse and evaluate it. You will also need to identify and record the opportunities and constraints and assess previous solutions to similar problems. You must present the findings and important factors, and assemble any supporting data that is not included in the report. 

Unit Summary
Unit Summary
This unit is about assessing the condition of property and recommending a condition survey process. You will gain the ability to select and evaluate relevant information methods and techniques for the condition survey process. You will also recommend a condition survey process and present it to the client. You will then assess the opinions of other people included in the recommendation and agree and confirm the instructions for the condition survey before the work starts. You will gain the ability to evaluate data to identify the purpose of the inspection. You must also check and confirm that people affected by condition inspection have given their permission. You will then examine actual and potential causes of failure and identify parts of the property that do not conform to statutory requirements. You will gain the ability to assemble and collate information on the condition survey, and select evaluation methods and techniques appropriate to the type of property. You will then select evidence for the assessment of the property’s condition, analyse evidence and information, and identify causes of failure and deterioration. 

Unit Summary
Unit Summary
This unit is about choosing methods for developing detailed designs. It is also about selecting, investigating and analysing the construction and installation criteria and selecting products and design solutions to meet the requirements of the brief. You will need to select and decide the importance of the construction and installation requirements contained in the brief. You will then investigate and analyse the construction and installation criteria and select products and processes that meet them. You should then assess existing design solutions; choose solutions and evaluate them against the requirements of the project brief. You will need to identify and analyse factors that will influence the detailed design solutions, and agree and apply criteria for selecting design solutions. You will evaluate the effectiveness of design solutions; analyse and test design solutions against relevant factors; and record data from calculations, investigations and analyses, and then select preferred designs and present them to stakeholders. You will recommend, present and justify the benefits of the preferred design solution to project stakeholders. You will need to confirm the costs and implementation time for the design solution. You will need to reach agreement with stakeholders on the detailed design solution. 

Unit Summary
Unit Summary
This unit is about developing a document production programme. It is also about preparing a specification document consistent with the current design; the identification of discrepancies and making recommendations for changes to the brief; producing progress reports and issuing documents in line with project requirements. 

Unit Summary
Unit Summary
This unit is about producing a detailed schedule and procurement programme. You will need to produce a schedule of works that contains the project needs and range of services needed. You will need to estimate work content and time duration and plan the schedule. You will need to draft and present the schedule of works to stakeholders.You will need to develop a detailed procurement programme. You will need to identify any conflicting requirements and agree modifications.You will need to integrate the procurement programme with the requirements of the overall programme, monitor the programme and identify modifications which would offer cost and time benefits.

Unit Summary
Unit Summary
This unit is about shortlisting and selecting appropriate tenderers. It is also the about the review and amendment of tender documents and ensuring that addendums are issued. You will need to identify bills of quantities which are suitable and evaluate options against relevant criteria. You will also need to select options for bills of quantities. You will then need to forecast the prime cost, provisional sums and contingencies and prepare a bill of preliminaries. You will also need to check final drafts. You will need to select an appropriate tender. You will also need to review tender documents to ensure that they cover the scope of work and also ensure that tender documents are issued. You will also need to investigate any errors reported by tenderers, amend tender documents and ensure that addendums are reissued. You will need to acknowledge and evaluate tenders against the criteria and modify and repeat tendering processes if necessary. You will need to choose the best tenderers to appoint them formally and notify unsuccessful tenderers. You will also need to negotiate and agree any variations, adjustments and corrections with tenderer(s) subject to contract. 

Unit Summary
Unit Summary
This unit is about evaluating the organisation’s resources to meet tender requirements and the submission of tenders.You will need to evaluate the tender documents against agreed criteria and assess the organisation’s resources to meet the tender requirements. You will then need to identify and resolve points of concern and contractual and legal issues with the tender, investigate the tender documents within budgets and tender time limits, drawing objective conclusions whether to make a bid. You will need to identify and evaluate risks and opportunities involved in the submission of a successful tender. You will then need to modify costs to take into account any external factors and also recommend a profit margin and payment schedule. You will also need to check that the tender is complete and accurate, then to present and support the tender to maximise its acceptability. You will need to collate and submit tender information in accordance with procurement requirements. 

Unit Summary
Unit Summary
This unit is about assessing project data and selecting methods which meet technical project criteria. It is also about analysing the sequential programming of activities and confirming alterations and developing a monitoring system for the works programme. You will need to assess project data and obtain more information where required. You will need to identify, evaluate and select methods which meet technical and project criteria and propose them to decision makers. You will also need to analyse and quantify the selected methods for their activity content and review method statements to ensure that they are accurate and acceptable for the people involved. You will need to analyse the sequential programming of activities against external factors and resources to meet project requirements. You will then need to ensure that programmes and schedules of activities are consistent with the complexities of the project. You will also need to confirm any alterations made to the works programme and develop a monitoring system for it. 

Unit Summary
Unit Summary
This unit is about controlling work activities ensuring that they comply with quality standards and legal and statutory requirements. You will need to research quality standards, implement systems and check for conformity. You will need to implement corrective action where there is non- conformity. You will need to identify legal and statutory requirements, implement systems and identify non-compliance. You will need to implement corrective action where there is non-compliance. 

Unit Summary
Unit Summary
This unit is about developing systems to monitor and record progress and briefing decision makers about progress. It is also about managing and implementing contract cost control systems and implementing corrective action. You will need to develop systems to monitor and record progress, review resources to accommodate changing circumstances in order to optimise resources. You will also need to confirm and investigate any deviations to implement corrective action and recommend options which assist the contract progress. You will also need to brief decision makers about progress, resources and action that needs to be taken. You will then need to identify improvements and recommend them to decision makers. You will need to manage and implement contract cost control systems. You will also need to review and summarise cost data, identify variations and trends and identify and quantify opportunities for cost savings. You will then need to investigate variations and agree and implement corrective action. 

Unit Summary
Unit Summary
This unit is about valuing work in progress, preparing and submitting accounts, assessing the basis of claims and progressing valid claims. You will need to value work in progress, price and reference quantities used in valuations and accounts, value variations and agree non-standard rates. You will also need to identify the liability for the cost of re-work and additional work. You will need to prepare and submit valuations, accounts and clarify any areas of disagreement. You must also record documents, back-up information and calculations for audit and reference. You will need to assess the basis of claims for the recovery of loss and expense against the contract seek expert opinion where appropriate and progress valid claims. You will also calculate claims, analyse opposing grounds for the claims, and negotiate and agree amendments with the people involved. You will then record documents and back-up information for audit and reference purposes. 
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Units Selected 
Please complete this section to state which optional units you will be undertaking (you can change your selection later). 

Units 
Total 

Credits 

Credits 

Learners must complete the all of the Mandatory Units to achieve 82 credits, plus a minimum of 12 credits 
from the Optional Units to achieve a minimum total of 94 credits. 
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